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1

INTRODUCTION

The Audio Visual department is part of RMIT’s ITS group. The department provides AV consultancy, project
and procurement support and AV contract management. The AV department consults widely across the
University to develop technology strategies to meet the current and future needs of stakeholders, as well as
providing clear guidelines around AV architecture, design and procurement. In parallel with this the department
works very closely with the RMIT AV Maintenance provider to ensure KPIs and service levels are being met
across all of RMITs installed AV infrastructure.
All AV systems throughout the University require involvement, in some form, from the AV department to ensure
that consistency, quality, value and fit-for-purpose elements are addressed. This document provides a basis for
this, in terms of technology choice and implementation standards.
The first section “Touch Panel GUI - Users” describes the functionality of the user pages of the AV system,
typically these users are academics and students. The second section “Touch Panel GUI - Technician”
describes the functionality of the technical pages of the AV system. Typically these users are maintenance
technicians with a higher level of technical knowledge and ability. The third section “RMS Reporting” describes
the RMS reporting including variable names required by RMIT. These guidelines should be distributed to all AV
vendors (including design and integration providers) for all AV works regardless of size and scope.
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2

GENERAL

2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1

Intellectual property

The AV Integrator responsible for providing AV services to the University must assign rights in all design and
programming to the Principal at Practical Completion. Such rights shall be non-exclusive, but must include the
right to modify and/or re-use elsewhere within the University.
This section applies to all programmable devices including, but not limited to, AV control systems. All source
code must be provided in a form that is editable by any suitably qualified programmer. The AV Integrator must
provide all programs necessary for the authoring and modification of such code.

2.1.2

Procurement Panels

RMIT operates three panels for the procurement of AV Goods, AV Design & Integration, and AV Design
services. These panels must be used for all RMIT projects/purchases involving AV equipment and
services. Please refer to “RMIT AV Procurement Process” for further details.

2.1.3

Authorities

Installed AV systems shall comply with the following, whether or not specific reference has been made in the
AV specification:
a) AMX GUI Programming guidelines and procedures
b) Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC)
c) Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB)
d) Australian Communications and Media Authority regulatory and licensing requirements
e) Workplace Health and Safety
f)

AETM Design Guidelines for Tertiary Teaching Spaces

g) RMIT endorsed ANSI / Infocomm standards

2.2

Definitions

The following definitions apply to this document:

Accessible

A region to which access may be gained without difficulty, but
if necessary by removal of a door, screwed panel, removable
ceiling panel or hatch or the like and by use of ladders, planks
or similar equipment if needed.

Approved / Approval

Acceptable for the works in the opinion of the Principal. The
approval of any documentation or departure for the original
scope does not diminish the contractors obligations.
Means statutory bodies or inspectors of such bodies having
jurisdiction over the works under relevant current regulations
and statutes.

Authorities
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AV Consultant

The Company that provides the overall technical design and
direction required to apply the requirements of this document
to a specific place. The AV consultant may be either an
external consultant from the RMIT Design Panel or the RMIT
AV Architect

AV Integrator

The company bound to carry out and complete the AV work
(including situations where the AV works is a sub-contract to
the Builder)..
The agreement between principle and contractor with
reference to the RFP/RFT to complete the works.
The company, its staff, agents, or sub contractors that enters
in to an agreement to complete the works requested.
Is a set period of time after a project has been completed
during which the contractor is obligated to warrant all goods
and services supplied.
Set out, erect, mount, align, fix, connect, adjust, integrate test
and commission and hand over in proper working order and
shall ALSO mean, unless stated clearly to the contrary, supply
of the item(s).

Contract
Contractor
Defects Liability Period

Install

Instruction
Practical Completion
Principal
Project Manager

Provide
Specialist Contractor
Submit / Review
Supply

2.3
2.3.1

A direction issued to the Contractor by the principle or their
nominated representative
The Actual date all works are completed and accepted into
service, this is nominated by the principle.
RMIT AV Architect, Senior Manager AV Contracts or
nominated RMIT representative.
The role responsible for the project whom will liaise will all
relevant parties to schedule and complete relevant works.
Depending upon the scale of the project a specialised IT
project manager may be assigned to directly manage AV
works in addition to the lead project manager.
Supply, install and commission.
The company that is engaged by the AV Integrator to carry out
specialist areas of the AV Contract.
Supply information to the Principal for review.
Purchase, obtain, store off site as necessary, deliver to site,
and off load, position, store and protect on site.

Workmanship – Installation
Work

AV Integrators must carry out all work to a high standard in a professional manner using competent and
experienced personnel who shall be properly certified and supervised. All work must comply with Australian
Standards, University Standards and Industry best practices for AV and ITS. An AMX ACE P certification is
required for programmers producing code for RMIT systems.
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In all cases the AV integrator shall install the system with the guidance of this document taking into account the
workspace the system is being install in. The function of the workspace cannot be compromised by the AV
install and the install shall conform to the overall concepts set out in the areas design.
RMIT requires that all contractors follow approved procedures and apply for permits for certain works. Further
information is available on the RMIT property services web site or the Project Manager.

2.3.2

Provision of a fully working system

The AV Integrator must supply all items necessary to provide a fully working system in line with the AV
specification, design intent and any relevant statutory authority, whether specifically mentioned within the
documentation or not.
A fully working system must include commissioning of all subsidiary systems that interface with the AV system,
including, but not limited to:
a) AMX RMS
b) University LAN/WLAN/WAN
c) Dimmer/Lighting control
d) Motorised blinds/curtains
e) Interfacing and communication with all devices as detailed in the AV standards or approved design
f)

Lecture Capture

g) Video Conferencing
h) Teaching PC
i)

BMS

j)

EWIS

2.3.3

Equipment

A detailed list of RMIT approved AV equipment is provided in Appendix H of the RMIT ITS AVS standard.
Alternative products and design approaches may be considered, and approved if deemed equivalent and
necessary by the Principal. When nominating an alternative product or design, the AV Integrator / AV
Consultant must demonstrate that it meets or exceeds the specification and usability of the nominated
equipment or design approach.
AV Integrators shall only use equipment and materials that are compatible with the items and/or systems to be
installed. Supply and install all necessary brackets and secondary materials to support the AV equipment. The
Principal reserves the right to reject any proposed alternatives and maintain the specified item to be installed at
no cost penalty.
Where a colour is specified for any product (including cables and connectors) it shall be interpreted as a
requirement.

2.3.4

Supply of equipment & Warranty

Programming code will not be accepted by the Principal unless:
a) It is fully warranted for commercial use in Australia by the manufacturer.
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b) It is well supported in Australia with technical support for maintenance during the defects and
liability period and future maintenance requirement i.e. equipment upgrades. Future maintenance
works will be conducted at market rates as detailed in the panel contracts.
All programming shall be warranted for a period of at least 12 months from the date of Practical Completion
unless otherwise specified.

2.3.5

Product certification

Use all products according to any certification requirements. Any product or portions of an installation that
needs to be certified shall have the certification documents included in the As-Built section of the deliverables.
An example is the Hearing Augmentation System.

3

AMX PROGRAMMING GUIDELINES

3.1

INTRODUCTION

All RMIT touch panels shall be programmed to incorporate the RMIT standard Graphic User Interface (GUI),
including general layout, fonts, graphics and backgrounds. GUI files, shall be provided by RMIT ITS upon
request. Any changes to the standard GUI or other forms of customisation must be approved by RMIT ITS/ AV
technical architect.
Technical support pages and interactive help information must be included in all touch panel GUIs. Details for
these pages must be approved by the Principal prior to commissioning. Help pages shall also include call for
help button that will send a context sensitive email message advising the room number and details of the
particular help page been viewed. A selection in the tech pages will allow for this feature to be turned on or off.
All programming source codes, including GUI files will be the property of RMIT, and must be provided to the
Principal at practical completion. The Principal must be advised of any changes made to code as part of fault
rectification or remedial works. A revised copy of the code must be included as part of this advice.

3.2

NETWORK SERVICES

The following services are available on the RMIT network
Service

Description

Name

Address

DNS

Domain name lookup server

ns1-internal.rmit,edu,au
ns2-internal.rmit,edu,au

10.68.196.1
10.84.196.1
For information
only

NTP

Network time server

time1.rmit.edu.au

N/A

RMS Server

Remote Management Server

rms.rmit.edu.au

131.170.93.4
For information
only

DNS name to be used for all services, the IP addresses are shown for reference only and should not be
entered into any device.
All RMIT AV Ethernet traffic is contained a VLAN. The AV VLANS are configured on a geographical basis.
All IP addresses for RMIT AV assets shall be dynamic issued by DNS with a fixed TCP/IP. RMIT ITS will
issued these address as part of the construction process via the equipment spread sheet. RMIT require this
spread sheet to be populated with MAC address, port numbers and item name before an TCP/IP address can
be issued.
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3.3

PUSH BUTTON INTERFACE

3.3.1

Keypad Layout

AV systems provided with a push-button keypad control system shall comply with the following RMIT standard
layout. The Principal must approve any variation the following layout.

Button
Off

ON

OFF

PC

Resize

LAPTOP
VGA

LAPTOP
HDMI

VOL -

VOL +

Function
Turn system off.

Notes
•

•

•
•

All systems and devices not required to allow
the system to be powered up, i.e. system
processor.
If hearing augmentation is installed then all
devices require to allow correct operation, is to
remain powered.
Projection devices are to “Soft Off” for 20
minutes prior to shutting the projector down.
Button illuminates when system is off

On

Turn System on

•
•
•

Wake up or power all relevant devices
Button illuminates blue when system is on
Systems with Projectors, button to Flash until
projector has warmed up

PC

Select PC video as the
source for the display
device

•
•
•

Either by AV switch or device input selection
Audio source is embedded in the HDMI signal
Button illuminates blue when PC is selected as
a source

Resize

Force display device to
produce full size image for
the current source input.

•

Typically used to scale a 4:3 VGA image to 16:9
display
Button illuminates blue momentarily when button
is pushed

Select laptop VGA video as

•

Laptop VGA

•

Either by AV switch or device input selection
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Button

Function

Notes

the source for the display
deice

•
•

Audio source is analogue via 3.5mm connector
Button illuminates blue when Laptop VGA is
selected as a source

Laptop
HDMI

Select laptop HDMI video
as the source for the
display deice

•
•
•

Either by AV switch or device input selection
Audio source is embedded in the HDMI signal
Button illuminates blue when Laptop HDMI is
selected as a source

Volume +

Increase system audio level

•
•

Increase audio in 5% increments for every push
Ramp audio up 5% ever second when button
held
Button illuminates blue momentarily when button
is pushed

•
Volume -

decrease system audio
level

•
•
•

3.3.2

Decrease audio in 5% increments for every
push
Ramp audio down 5% ever second when button
held
Button illuminates blue momentarily when button
is pushed

Keypad Response

The control system is to provide end-to-end functionality within 300mS of the initial button push. For examples
a projector or panel should change input within 300mS. KSV handshaking, sync and other issues that delay a
response that are not under the control of the projector are excluded but it is anticipated that the current image
would blank, and the button would provide feedback within this time frame.

3.4
3.4.1

TOUCH PANEL GUI - USERS
Screen Saver
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The screen saver page will display the following;
a) A black background
b) An inspirational statement from the following list:
§

“I am inspired by the difficult”

§

“I am the author of my own story”

§

“I am part of a living city”

§

“I am not afraid of heights”

c) A instruction “Touch Screen to start”
d) All text is to move around the screen to prevent the affects of burn in.
The screen shall blank after 5 minutes of non-interrupted screen saver mode.
The blank screen shall enter screen saver mode when either motion is detected or the screen is touched. Note
this first touch dose not initiate the system start up
Button
Whole
Screen

3.4.2

Function
Turn System on

Notes
•

When the AV system is turned on, there will be no source
routed to the main screen until the “Show on Main Screen”
button is pressed. The desktop preview monitor will show
any source that is selected immediately.information

System Starting
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Once a touch has been registered on the screen saver page the start up page will be displayed until the system
has powered up.
The bar graph will give a dynamic indication of the status of the system.
Once the bar graph reaches 100% the system start up page will disappear and the home page will be
displayed.

3.4.3

Home Page

The home page provides page tabs for all of the functionality provided as part of the AV system.
Button
RMIT Logo

Function
Tech Page access

Notes
•
•

Date & Time

Information only

•
•

Provides password protected access to the tech
pages
See relevant section below for additional
information
Provide current date and time – Derived from
RMIT internal time server
Provide current room number in BBB.FF.RRR
format

Lights

Room lighting control Page

•

See relevant section below for additional
information

Room
Computer

Resident PC control page

•

See relevant section below for additional
information

Laptop

Laptop control page

•

See relevant section below for additional
information

Bluray & CD

Bluray control page

•
•

CD s will be played on the Bluray player
Bluray players are only installed in AV50-120
and above. All other spaces will provide a DVD
drive in the resident PC
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Button

Doc Cam

Function

Doc Cam control page

Notes
•

See relevant section below for additional
information

•

HDMI based document cameras are only
installed in AV50-120 and above. USB based
document cameras will be installed in other
spaces as required
See relevant section below for additional
information

•
Camera

PTZ camera control page

•
•

PTZ Cameras are used for lecture capture and
Videoconferencing applications
See relevant section below for additional
information

Video
Conference

Video and teleconference
control page

•

See relevant section below for additional
information

Sys Off

Turns the AV system off

•
•

Turn system off.
If the system contains a projector, a Soft Off
Mode for 20 minutes.
The screen shall act as described in the screen
saver mode.

•
Lecture
Capture

Indication only

•
•
•
•
•

Pause

Pauses capture appliance

•
•
•
•
•

Indicates that the current session is been
captured by the lecture capture appliance
No indicator (black) = No recording
Solid red indicator = Recording
Flashing red indicator = Paused
All functionality/Indications are derived from the
appliance in real time
Selection causes the capture device to pause
and not capture any audio or video content
Selecting a second time will restart the capture
Paused times do not form any part of the final
capture
Pause and record indications are by the lecture
capture appliance
There is no ability to start an ad hoc recording

Help

Access to content sensitive
help pages

•

See relevant section below for additional
information

Volume
Program

Provides control of source
audio levels

•

All source audio is controlled by the operation of
this button
Increase/decrease audio in 5% increments for
every push
Ramp audio up/down 5% every second when
button held
Microphone audio is not affected by this button

•
•
•
Volume
Video
Conference

Provides control of Video
conference audio levels

•
•
•
•

Mic Mute

Mutes all microphones

•

All far end audio is controlled by the operation of
this button
Increase/decrease audio in 5% increments for
every push
Ramp audio up/down 5% every second when
button held
Microphone audio is not affected by this button
Selection of Mic mute will mute all system
microphones.
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Button

Function

Notes
•
•

External
Buttons

Wake up

•
•

Microphone audio is muted in speakers and
hearing augmentation system
Button changes to Flashing Blue when mute is
active
Selection of the bezel button will wake up the
panel
No other hard buttons are supported as part of
the current AV standards. These may only be
used as part of a bespoke design with the
written approval of the principal
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3.4.4

Lighting Page

Dimmed lighting is typically like for like for upgrades and mandatory for new or fully renovated spaces. Total
number of presets will depend on room size, layout and lighting design.
Button

Function

Notes

Full

Lighting Pre-set

•

All circuits to 100%

High

Lighting Pre-set

•

All circuits at 70%

Medium

Lighting Pre-set

•

All circuits at 40%

Low

Lighting Pre-set

•

All circuits at 20%

Scene 1

Lighting Pre-set

•
•
•
•

AV scene 1
Projection surface / Presentation area at 0%
Room at 50%
Isle lights at 60%

Scene 2

Lighting Pre-set

•
•
•
•

AV scene 2
Projection surface / Presentation area at 20%
Room at 70%
Isle lights at 80%

Scene 3

Lighting Pre-set

•
•
•
•

AV scene 3
Projection surface / Presentation area at 0%
Room at 0%
Isle lights at 20% - To minimum BCA
requirements

Off

Lighting Pre-set

•

All circuits off
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3.4.5

Button

Room Computer Page

Function

Notes

Page

PC to display device

•

PC is display on the projector(s) or LCD(s)

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•
•

Only used in AV50-120 and above
Use to allow PC contents to be previewed prior
to been displayed

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•
•
•
•

Only used in AV50-120 and above
Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted.
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

•

•
Mouse

Indication

•

Mouse image to be animated – side to side
motion
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3.4.6

Button

Laptop Page

Function

Notes

Page

Laptop to display device

•

Laptop is display on the projector(s) or LCD(s)

HDMI

HDMI input selection

•

Selects the HDMI input for display

VGA

VGA input selection

•

Selects the VGA input for display

Normal

Native format selection

•

Displays the content in its native format

Widescreen

Widescreen selection

•

Displays the content in full screen mode (16:9,
16:10)

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•
•

Only used in AV50-120 and above
Use to allow Laptop contents to be previewed
prior to been displayed

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•
•
•
•

Only used in AV50-120 and above
Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

•

•
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3.4.7

Bluray

AV50-120 and above will have a standalone player installed
A Bluray player is installed in the PC in AV00-20 and AV20-70, only and the text detailed below in the dialog
box (shown for information only) is to be displayed on the touch panel. Selecting the Bluray Source button in
these rooms switch the system the room PC.

Button
Page

Function
Bluray to Display device

Notes
•
•

The message “This room Does not have a Bluray” is used in AV00-20 and AV20-70
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

Transport

Bluray transport control

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Transport controls as per player

Menu

Bluray menu control

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Menu controls as per player

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Use to allow Bluray contents to be previewed
prior to been displayed
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Button
Picture Mute

Function
Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

Notes
•
•
•
•
•

•

Only used in AV50-120 and above
Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page
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3.4.8

Document Camera Page

AV50-120 and above will have a standalone Document Cameras installed.

USB Document Cameras are installed in AV00-20 and AV20-70 and connect directly to the PC. In these rooms
the touch panel is to be similar to the Bluray installed in the PC page above.
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Button

Function

Notes

Text and
Graphic

Select power switch on
Document Camera

•
•
•

Only used in AV00-20 and AV20-70
Note and graphic only
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

Page

Document Camera to
display device

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Document Camera is display on the projector(s)
or LCD(s)

Zoom in
Zoom Out

Zooms the optics of the
document camera

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Single push of button increases or decreases
zoom by 5%
zoom at a rate of 5% per second when button is
held

•
Auto Focus

Document Camera Auto
Focus function

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Initiates the Document Cameras auto focus
function

Lamp

Turns Document Camera
light on and off

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Toggles between on and off

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Use to allow Bluray contents to be previewed
prior to been displayed

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•
•
•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

•

•
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3.4.9

Auxiliary Page

Auxiliary inputs are no longer supported by RMIT

3.4.10 Camera Page

The Camera Page will be for the users to adjust the “User” button only. The three main presents are only able
to be edited from the Tech page.
While in this screen, the automatic camera position sensor shall be disabled.
Button

Function

Notes

Page

Room Camera to display
device

•

Room Camera is display on the projector(s) or
LCD(s)

Camera
Presets

Store and recall camera
presets

•
•
•
•

Only 3 scenes required
Each camera has its own set of presets
Short push (<1sec) will recall the preset
Long push (>3sec) will store the current selected
camera PTZ values into that preset (USER only)
Label buttons as below;
o Preset 1 – Lectern
§ A close framed shot on the
Lectern
o Preset 2 – Presentation Area
§ A wide shot of the of the whole
presentation area
o Preset 3 – Audience
§ Wide Audience shot
o Preset 4 – User
§ The user will be given access to
the Pan, Tilt & Zoom buttons to
adjust the camera location.
§ Last User preset shall be stored

•

Arrows

Camera Pan and Tilt

•

These buttons shall be visible but greyed out
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Button

Function

Notes

control
•

•
•
•
Zoom in
Zoom Out

Zooms the optics of the
Room camera

•
•
•

until the User preset button is selected
Pan and Tilt to be assigned to arrow keys so
that they best represent the direction of
movement and operate consistently for all
cameras
Short push (<1sec) of button increments or
decrements Pan or Tilt zoom by 0.5 degree
Long push (>1sec) zoom at a rate of 5 degrees
per second when button is held
Long push (>2sec) zoom at a rate of 10 degrees
per second when button is held
These buttons shall be visible but greyed out
until the User preset button is selected
Single push of button increases or decreases
zoom by 2.5%
Zoom at a rate of 5% per second when button is
held

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Use to allow contents to be previewed prior to
been displayed

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•
•
•
•

Used in AV50-120 and above
Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

•

•
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3.4.11 Room Mode – Space Display Select

Room mode selection is used in collaborative spaces and selects the source of the content that will be
displayed on the LCD panels. The content will be either the teacher’s content or the LCD panel embedded PC
content. Collaborative spaces currently use Tidebreak collaboration software. This software requires no
configuration or programming by the AV integrator.
Button
Page

Function
No function, indication only
and pop up.

Notes
•
•
•

•
•
•

Allows selection of room teaching mode
Popup page and the existing content selection
will be displayed
Display selection is done on a screen by screen
basis as selected in the Collaborative Space –
Display Selection page
On system power up the default mode will be
Teacher Mode
Allows selection of display modes for each LCD
State and content will actively follow the
selection as it is toggled for each display

All Teaching
Mode

All displays devices will
display content from the
teachers PC

•

All screens will be switched to the Input from the
router to display the teacher’s desktop.

All
Collaboration
Mode

All displays devices will
display content from the
embedded PC’s

•

All screens will be switched to the internal OPS
PC.

Group toggle
buttons

Selects one of the
following:

•
•

Off will blank the image
All changes are persistent until another mode is
selected
On power up the default mode will be teacher
mode

•
•
Exit

Teacher mode
Collaborative mode

Return to previous page

•
•

Last selected input page.
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3.4.12 Video Conference Pages
3.4.12.1 Main Directory

Button

Function

Notes

Page

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•

Shows Video Conferencing Home/Directory
page

Directory

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•

Page flip to Video Conferencing Home/Directory
page
Transport button, from the other three possible
pages

•
Manual Dial

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•
•

Page flip to the Manual dial page
Transport button, from the other three possible
pages

Content
Share

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•

Page flip to the Content selection page for
sharing
Transport button, from the other three possible
pages

•
Black Blank

No Function

•
•

Spare transport button
This button is for future use and shall be
selectable from the VC tech page

Call

Initiate call to selected
destination

•

The call destination is selected via the directory
or via the Manual Dialling page

Hang up

Pop up page

•

A pop up page
o When in a point to point call will ask for
conformation to leave call
o When in a Multi point call will show the
current calls and ask for a selection to
be made to a single call or all calls.
Conformation to leave calls will be
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requested.
Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•

Use to allow contents to be previewed prior to
been displayed

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•
•
•

Mutes the displayed image
Flashes blue when while muting
Display device to go to black image when
picture is muted
If the rooms has Whiteboards behind a
motorised projection screen, the screen will
retract while the picture is muted
Include a check box in the tech system page to
enable/disable this Page

•

•
Privacy

Mutes all Video and Audio
out of the codec to the Far
End/Ends

•

•
•
•

This button will Mute all Video and Audio out of
the codec for the purpose of private discussions
to be held
The button will flash as per the Picture Mute,
Show On Main Screen buttons
The flash will alternate between black and red.
The aim is to resemble the Show/Mute buttons
but be distinctly different

Mic Mute

Audio Control

•

Mute Mics only from the Near End

Audio

Audio Control

•
•
•

Program Audio and Far End volume control
One push up or down will equal 5% change.
Push and hold Up or Down will equal full sweep
in 5 seconds
Push the Speaker symbol to mute program and
Far End audio

•

3.4.12.2 Share Content
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Button

Function

Notes

Content
Share

Page Flip

•

Shows Video Conferencing Content selection
page page

Call

Initiate call to selected
destination

•

As above

Hang up

Pop up page

•

As above

Send PC

Send PC content to Far
End

•

The Room PC’s content will be sent to the Far
End on the second stream

Send
DocCam

Send DocCam content to
Far End

•

The DocCam content will be sent to the Far End
on the second stream

Send
LapTop VGA

Send PC content to Far
End

•

The Lap Top VGA content will be sent to the Far
End on the second stream

Send Laptop
HDMI

Send PC content to Far
End

•

The Lap Top HDMI content will be sent to the
Far End on the second stream

Stop
Presentation

Stop presentation being
sent

•

Stop sending the selected content and return to
single channel send

Show on
Main Screen

Displays contents on
display when selected

•

As Above

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•

As Above

Privacy

Mutes all Video and Audio
out of the codec to the Far
End/Ends

•

As Above

Mic Mute

Audio Control

•

As Above

3.4.12.3 Manual Dial
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Button

Function

Notes

Manual Dial

Page Flip

•

Shows Video Conferencing Manual Dial page

Call

Initiate call to selected
destination

•

As above

Hang up

Pop up page

•

As above

Numeric Key
Pad

Enter a number manually

•

The ability to enter a number/ IP address that
needs to be dialled that cannot be found or is
not in the Directory
The number will be shown in the grey box at
the top of the keypad

•
Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if displayed
on the main display

•

As Above

Privacy

Mutes all Video and Audio
out of the codec to the Far
End/Ends

•

As Above

Mic Mute

Audio Control

•

As Above

Directory

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•

Page flip to Video Conferencing
Home/Directory page
Transport button, from the other three possible
pages

•
Content
Share

No function, indication only
and pop up.

•
•

Black Blank

No Function

•
•

Page flip to the Content selection page for
sharing
Transport button, from the other three possible
pages
Spare transport button
This button is for future use and shall be
selectable from the VC tech page

3.4.12.4 User/Far End Camera
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Button

Function

Notes

Content
Share

Page Flip

•

Shows Camera selection and control

Camera
Selection

Select camera

•

This will select the camera to control

Up, Down,
Left, Right

Movement direction

•

Moves the camera in the nominated direction in
a smooth motion

Zoom In/Out

Movement direction

•

Moves the camera in the nominated direction in
a smooth motion

Picture Mute

Mutes the picture if
displayed on the main
display

•

As Above

Mic Mute

Audio Control

•

As Above

Note: VC Pages shown for information. We will confirm the new layout once the unified communication project
is completed.
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3.4.13 Shut Down page

To shut the system down push and hold the Sys Off button for 3 seconde to bring up the conformation page, if
no action the system will shutdown after 30 seconds.
Button

Function

Notes

Turn System
Off

Conformation

•
•
•

Finish system Off command
Soft off for projection rooms
Return to screen saver mode

Cancel

Cancel System Off

•

This will return to the last page selected
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3.4.14 HELP PAGES
3.4.15 Home Page

Button

Function

Notes

Help Button

Page Flip

•

Ask for Source Selection the assistance is
needed with

Clean
Screen

Disables screen for 15
seconds

•

•

Show a notice to let the user know the screen
touch capabilities have disabled so the screen
can be cleaned
Add a countdown timer to show duration

•

Return to the previous selected page

Exit

Page flip

Note: Please include a “Contact Help Desk” button on the bottom right of every help page. The following note
is to be included “ An email regarding your help requirements has been sent to the service desk and someone
will contact you shortly”
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3.4.16 Tab pages page

The following tables details the required help text.
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Button
BluRay &
CD

Text
The "Blu Ray & CD" page allows you to present from either a Blu-ray, DVD or CD
disc to the in room displays. The Blu-ray player will be located either in the AV
Rack cupboard or in the lectern cupboard.
The controls for the Blu-ray player can be found on the AMX Touch Panel and
replicate the functions you would find on a remote control.

Camera

The "Camera" page allows you to control the in room Camera. Left/Right,
Up/Down, Zoom In/Out and Preset camera positions.
If the room has more than 1 camera installed, you can select which camera you
wish to control from the buttons numbered in the top left of the page.

Displays

The "Displays" page allows you to control each individual display and select from
"Teacher Mode" or "Collaboration Mode" on individual displays.
This page also has a room layout image to reflect which display you are
controlling.

DocCam

The "DocCam" page allows you to incorporate paper documents into your
presentation. You can turn the light on if the room is too dark to brighten your
presentation. Use the "Zoom In/Out" buttons as required.

Laptop

The "Laptop" page allows you to present from your Laptop via either a "VGA" or
"HDMI" cable. These cables can be found on the lectern.
On the AMX Touch panel, select the connector you wish to use (VGA or HDMI
buttons). You may need to hit Fn F7 on your laptop (for PC) or adjust display
settings on your Mac to enable the secondary video output

Lights

Select appropriate preset or scene button to achieve the desired lighting levels.
Note: scenes may be selected automatically when different audio visual
functionality is selected on the touch panel
The "Lights" page reflects the wall panel found near the entrance. Lights will turn
on when you select "System Off".

Room
Computer

The "Room Computer" page allows you to present from the in-room Computer.
The Computer is either mounted in the lectern or separate AV equipment
cupboard. The mouse is located in the top drawer. Ensure the Computer is turned
on and/or awake.
Note: Please don't forget to Log Off at the end of your presentation.

Sys. Off

The "Sys. Off" button will shutdown the AV system. This system has been
programmed with an Auto Shutdown function that will shutdown the system at
night should it still be on. There is also a non activity time that will shutdown the
system after a period of time where there has not been any activity on the Touch
Panel.
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Button

Text

3.4.17 Help Call
To improve the user experience a “call for help” button is to be included on every help page. Pressing this
button will send the data associated with the “Help Request” function detailed below. Once this button is
pressed, RMS will be configured to send an email to the help desk and or our SMS server.
The Call for help button will send to RMS the following data:
a) Room Number
b) Time
c) The current help page been viewed i.e Home, PC, Laptop, Blu-ray etc
d) Whether the call is active or not. First push will activate the call. Second push by either the user
or the technician will send the details again with the active flag cleared
The implementation of support via email will not be completed prior to the roll out of this functionality. In the
mean time to ensure that our users do use this function, a check box will be included in the tech system page
to enable/disable this function and hide the button.

3.5
3.5.1

TOUCH PANEL GUI - TECHNICIAN
Lock page

Tech pages are accessed pressing the RMIT logo for 3 second and then the AMX password popup. The
default AMX password or 1988 is to be used.
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3.5.2

Main Page
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3.5.3

Room Set Up Page
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3.5.4

Lighting Page
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3.5.5

Power Distribution Page

3.5.6

DSP Page
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3.5.7

Matrix Switcher Page
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3.5.8

PTZ Camera Page

3.5.9

Echo 360 Page
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3.5.10 Projector Page

3.5.11 VC Page
TBA

3.5.12 Bluray Page
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3.5.13 Document Page

3.6

RMS Reporting

3.6.1

Functionality

The AV Integrator shall coordinate with the Principal to enable remote management of all AV systems. RMIT
currently employ AMX Resource Management Suite RMS Enterprise. All RMS coding must be compatible with
AMX RMS Enterprise.

3.6.2

RMS Function Names

As a minimum all control systems with AMX control systems must log the following. Function names identified
below must be used for all RMS modules.
Poll times are given as a guideline.
Where available real live data is to be used for equipment up/run times. Where real data is not available the
integrator must generate a code based count of up/run time.
Rapidly fluctuation data must be sampled and reported at a maximum of every 60 Seconds. All RMS data is to
be pushed at greater than 60 second intervals to minimise transient and spurious data.
Device

Function Name

Conditions

Notes

All Devices
Device Name

On system power up

Manufacturer

On system power up

Model

On system power up

Device Number

On system power up

Firmware

On system power up

Power State

Poll = 60 second
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Device

Function Name

Conditions

Controller

Notes
System Processors

Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

PIR

60 Second update

On/Off
Touch screen, Push button

User
interface
Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Aspect

On Condition, poll = 60 sec

4:3, 16:9, 16:10

Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Current Input

On condition

As per projector labelling

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Lamp Hours

Internal counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Filter Hours

Internal counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Pic Mute

On Condition, poll = 60 sec

On/Off

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults

Projector

Display

LCD Panel
Aspect

On Condition, poll = 60 sec

4:3, 16:9, 16:10

Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Current Input

On condition

As per projector labelling

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults

Run time

Internal Couner

Hourly resolution X.XX

AV Switch

Video switchers
Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No
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Device

Function Name

Conditions

Notes

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Video Input

Poll = 60 sec

Video Output

Poll = 60 sec

Temperature

Poll = 60 sec

In Degrees Centigrade,
resolution = XX

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults

Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

DSP

Temperature
Fault

In Degrees Centigrade,
resolution = XX
Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults
I.e Serverlink PDUs

Power
controller
Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Power

Update every 60 seconds

Total power consumption in
Amperes

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Call State

Poll = 60 Seconds

In Call

Temperature

Poll = 60 Seconds

In Degrees Centigrade,
resolution = XX

Firmware

On system power up

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Codec

Internal faults
Echo 360

Capture
Device
Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline
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Device

Function Name

Conditions

Notes

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Call State

Poll = 60 Seconds

In Call

Temperature

Poll = 60 Seconds

In Degrees Centigrade,
resolution = XX

Firmware

On system power up

Fault

Internal faults on condition,
Poll = 60 sec

Internal faults
Blu-ray etc

Source
Devices
Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Transport state

Last known state from
control system

Play, pause, ffwd, stop etc

Run time

Control system counter

Hourly resolution X.XX of
when transport mechanism is
in Play, pause FFWD,FRWD

Camera

Installed PTZ or fixed
cameras
Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
Elmo etc (Not USB based)

Document
Camera
Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

Lamp Hours

Internal counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Run time

Control system counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Building
interface

Network based interfaces
such as Dynalite DNG DTK,
blinds, screens, etc
Comms Method

On system power up

Typically will be TCP/IP

Device Communication

Default time out = 34 sec,
Poll = 30 sec

Yes/No

Device Online

Socket open, Port active

Online/offline

TCP/IP Address

On system power up

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
AMX status

Source
Statistics
System Hours

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Room PC

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX
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Device

Function Name

Conditions

Notes

Laptop VGA

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Laptop HDMI

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Blu-ray

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Camera

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Document Camera

Control System Counter,

Hourly resolution X.XX

Projector

Internal Counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Display panels

Internal Counter

Hourly resolution X.XX

Help Request

See Sect

To provide room number,
help page currently viewed
(laptop, blu-ray etc), time and
active.

Maintenance

On Condition

Technician in room

Control
Functions

Remote functionality via
RMS
System power off
Recalibrate Touch Panel
Cancel Help Call

3.6.3

Web Access

All control systems must be enabled for remote web access via the AMX RMS and VNC.

3.6.4

Commissioning AV/IT Integration

When commissioning AV systems the AV Integrator may provide a temporary IT data switch for testing
purposes only. This switch MUST NOT be connected to an RMIT network termination point (switch, wall point,
patch panel etc.), must be approved by the Principal and can only occur prior to practical completion of a new
building project. If connection to the RMIT network is required to complete the commissioning, this will be
coordinated with the Project Manager and an RMTI ITS representative after TCP/IP addresses and network
details have been issued and configured on the relevant devices.
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